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Abstract 
 
Earlier research developed theoretically-based aggregate metrics for technology strategy and 
used them to analyze California bridge construction firms (Hampson, 1993).  Determinants of 
firm performance, including trend in contract awards, market share and contract awards per 
employee, were used as indicators for competitive performance.  The results of this research 
were a series of refined theoretically-based measures for technology strategy and a 
demonstrated positive relationship between technology strategy and competitive performance 
within the bridge construction sector.  This research showed that three technology strategy 
dimensions—competitive positioning, depth of technology strategy, and organizational fit—
show very strong correlation with the competitive performance indicators of absolute growth 
in contract awards, and contract awards per employee.   
 
Both researchers and industry professionals need improved understanding of how technology 
affects results, and how to better target investments to improve competitive performance in 
particular industry sectors.  This paper builds on the previous research findings by evaluating 
the strategic fit of firms' approach to technology with industry segment characteristics.  It 
begins with a brief overview of the background regarding technology strategy.  The major 
sections of the paper describe niches and firms in an example infrastructure construction 
market, analyze appropriate technology strategies, and describe managerial actions to 
implement these strategies and support the business objectives of the firm. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Construction firms must increase their rate of technological advancement to remain 
competitive.  But pragmatic construction industry professionals, accustomed to intense price 
competition and focused on the bottom line, have difficulty in justifying investments in 
advanced technology.  Productivity growth in construction is far below the U.S. national 
average and some studies show a decline (Kendrick, 1988).  Inadequate R&D and the slow 
adoption of new technology were identified as major factors (National Research Council, 
1988).   
 
A more formal approach to the concept of technology strategy can benefit the construction 
manager in his efforts to remain competitive in increasingly hostile markets.  This paper 
recommends consideration of five dimensions of technology strategy within the 
environmental parameters of market context, firm capabilities and stage of technology 
evolution.  Understanding the relationships between market characteristics and technology 
strategies described in this paper can assist managers in making complex and difficult 
decisions regarding their use of new construction technology to improve competitive 
performance. 



 

 

 
Whether explicitly stated or implicitly defined by managers' decisions and actions, the 
technology strategy for a firm guides the approach to all technology.  Similar to human 
resource, finance, or marketing strategy, technology strategy is one of the functional 
strategies that support the competitive and corporate strategies of a firm.  The purpose of this 
paper is to briefly describe elements of technology strategy for construction firms and to 
illustrate their application in the bridge construction sector.  We describe three niches in the 
California bridge construction sector and use the framework to define the most appropriate or 
superior technology strategy for each of these niches.  We then compare the actual 
technology strategy of example firms competing in these markets to that proposed, and 
identify managerial actions to modify technology strategy and improve the performance of 
the firms in these markets.  Based on this example, we highlight conclusions regarding the 
possible advantages from appropriate technology strategy. 
 
This paper is based on an ongoing investigation of technology strategy and competitive 
performance in infrastructure construction.  This research program will increase 
understanding of technology strategy and its relationship to competitive performance in 
construction, and support actions by construction researchers and professionals to improve 
the performance of construction firms through more effective use of technology.   
 
TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY  
 
Technology and Strategy 
 
For this paper we define construction technology as the combination of resources, processes 
and conditions that produce a constructed product.  A resource can be either materials and 
permanent equipment or a temporary addition by construction.  Construction processes are 
the methods and tasks needed to build a constructed product.  Project requirements and site 
characteristics are the major conditions of construction technology (Tatum, 1988). 
 
A strategy is a unified, comprehensive and integrated plan relating the strategic advantages of 
the firm to the challenges of the environment.  It is designed to achieve the basic objectives 
of the enterprise (Glueck, 1980).  Chandler (1962, p13) defined strategy as "the 
determination of the basic long-term goals and objectives of the enterprise and the adoption 
of courses of action and the allocation of resources necessary for carrying out these goals."  
To define technology strategy,  Adler (1989) adapted Andrew's (1980) definition of business 
strategy:  technology strategy is a pattern of decisions that sets the technological goals and 
the principle technological means for achieving both those technological goals and the 
business goals of the organization.  
 
Elements of Technology Strategy 
 
A range of determinants for technology strategy provided by others (Ansoff & Stewart, 1967; 
Miles & Snow, 1978; Freeman, 1982; Porter, 1985; Burgelman & Sayles, 1986; Maidique & 
Patch, 1988; Burgelman & Rosenbloom, 1989; Malekzadeh et al, 1989) were reviewed with 
the objective of selecting one set of parameters that ensured conceptual completeness, but 
avoided unnecessary duplication.  This earlier research was based primarily on 
manufacturing, especially the 'high-tech' computer industry.  Previous researchers provided 
no guidelines for operationalization of measure in the construction industry. 



 

 

 
The classification for technology strategy described in this paper consists of five key 
dimensions:  competitive positioning, sourcing of technology, technological scope, technical 
depth, and organizational fit.  Competitive positioning is the firm's relative emphasis and 
command of technology within the sector.  Sourcing is the acquisition of explicit (hardware) 
and implicit (knowledge) technologies.  The scope dimension identifies the core and 
peripheral technologies and measures diversity of the firm's technological approach.  Depth 
highlights relative level of research and development investment, and depth and 
specialization of firm’s technical capabilities.  Organizational fit assesses the reward system 
and communication structure of the firm.  Each of these dimensions guides the construction 
manager's approach to the acquisition and implementation of technology.  The following list 
summarizes all technology strategy measures within these dimensional areas.  Hampson and 
Tatum (1993) provides a more detailed description of the dimensions, and Hampson (1993) 
details the rationale for selection and guidelines for use of each technology strategy measure. 
 
 
 (a) COMPETITIVE POSITIONING 
  (i) Emphasis of Technology in Overall Business Strategy 
  (ii) Command of Key Technologies in Sector 
  (iii) Command of Unique Technological Position 
  (iv) Ability to be Key Technology Leader in Sector 
  (v) Monitoring of Competitor Technologies 
 (b) SOURCING OF TECHNOLOGY 
  (i) Acquisition of Explicit Technology 
  (ii) Acquisition of Implicit Technology - Head Office Management 
  (iii) Acquisition of Implicit Technology - Site Management 
  (iv) Emphasis on Organizational Learning 
  (v) Monitoring Evolving Technologies in Sector 
 (c) SCOPE OF TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY 
  (i) Breadth of Technological Capabilities 
  (ii) Content Focus of Tech Monitoring and Development 
  (iii) Geographic Focus of Tech Monitoring and Development 
 (d) DEPTH OF TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY 
  (i) Emphasis on Research and Development 
  (ii) Depth of Technical Capabilities - Head Office Management 
  (iii) Depth of Technical Capabilities - Site Management 
  (iv) Degree of Specialist Tasking 
 (e) ORGANIZATIONAL FIT 
  (i) Reward Systems - Head Office Management 
  (ii) Reward Systems - Site Management 
  (iii) Structuring of Information Flows - Site to Site 
  (iv) Structuring of Information Flows - Site and Head Office 
 
 
Technology Strategy and Performance 
 
The background literature contains examples of relationships between technology-related 
inputs and competitive performance.  The Miles and Snow (1978) typologies include a 
technology-based component.  The four basic patterns of strategy that emerged however, are 



 

 

principally based on a descriptive analysis of how an organization changes its products or 
markets.  While each of these cases is of interest in their own right, no linkages are apparent 
corresponding to the recently unified concept of technology strategy that comprises a diverse 
range of inputs and competitive performance.   
 
EXAMPLE MARKET SEGMENTS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION 
 
This section provides a preliminary description of three niches or segments identified in an 
example infrastructure construction market: bridge construction in the U.S. state of 
California.  A 'niche' in this context refers to finer partitions of the bridge construction sector 
with identifiably different characteristics to other parts of the sector.  We identified these 
niches following research interviews and construction site visits.   
 
The California market for highway construction is the largest in the United States and 
growing.  It represents approximately 10% of the national highway construction expenditure.  
The California state highway system contains approximately 15,000 bridges and another 
15,000 have been constructed on local city streets, county roads and other 'off-system' roads 
(Roberts, 1988).  The dominant owner is the California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans) who administers approximately 95% of all highway bridge construction projects in 
California.  Caltrans construction averaged almost US$1.3 billion per year (indexed to 
$1992) over the 1988-1992 period.  The annual value of contracts involving some form of 
structural work (primarily bridge construction) averaged almost $1.0 billion per year over 
this five year period with the actual value of bridgework alone averaging $450 million (M) 
per year.  Figure 1 illustrates these trends over the 1983-1992 decade.   
 
Caltrans sources state that over 250 firms compete for California projects annually.  The 
largest 10 firms are responsible for approximately 50% of California highway construction.  
These companies handle both larger contracts (over $50M) and smaller ones (less than $5M).  
Most remaining contractors compete for small to medium value projects (up to $15M).  Firms 
are differentiated in California bridge construction by their approach to technology, and 
construction managers believe this effects their competitiveness in this sector.   
 
Niche A: Minor New Work and Modification of Existing Facilities ("Minor Mods") 
 
The first broad category identified in California bridge construction was referred to as "minor 
mods".  Examples of work in this category could include new two or three span overpasses, 
existing structure widening for freeway off ramps, bridge deck rehabilitation, and structural 
repairs and maintenance.  Figure 2 illustrates a typical Minor Mod bridge widening in 
Northern California.  The following characteristics describe this niche: 
 
• non-standardized design, bidding and construction  
• substantial coordination between subcontractors and trades 
• less technically complex 
• generally low structures 
• value to $30 million (M), but average $5-$10M  
• lesser value, therefore highly competitive 
• short duration, e.g., less than one year 
• steadily increasing proportion of the total market as existing land transportation 

infrastructure deteriorates and federal, state and local funding measures take effect. 



 

 

 
Niche B: Routine New Alignment  ("Blow and Go") 
 
Routine new alignments are referred to by industry interviewees as "blow and go" or "curb 
and gutter" work indicating the speed and standardization characterizing this type of work.  
Projects in this category may include new interchanges or elevated freeways, or bridge 
replacement.  Generally these projects involve new work and substantial internal repetition 
such as multiple columns or structure spans.  Figure 3 shows a Century Freeway interchange 
project under construction in Los Angeles during 1990.  This is typical of Routine New 
Alignment work.  Key characteristics of this niche are: 
 
• standardized design, bidding and construction 
• typically cast-in-place (CIP) post-tensioned concrete box girder construction 
• highly repetitious at each phase from bid through to site construction 
• may involve high interchange work 
• value to over $100M, but typically $10-$50M   
• less competition at high values 
• longer duration, e.g., up to three or four years 
• increasing proportion of total market in late 1970's and throughout 1980's, but 

declining with completion of major projects in Los Angeles and emergence of 
earthquake retrofit and mass transit projects. 

 
Niche C: Special Projects  ("Heavy Engineering") 
 
The nature of special projects or "heavy engineering" projects are indicated by the name 
chosen for this third niche.  Work in this category could include major earthquake retrofit 
involving column removal and replacement to freeway viaducts, major public utility 
relocations or subsurface work associated with bridge work, construction of high occupancy 
vehicle (HOV) lanes over existing freeways, or major structural steel or precast concrete 
bridge structures.  Figure 4 illustrates earthquake retrofit work near San Francisco, an 
example of Special Projects work.  Characteristics of this niche are summarized below:  
 
• one-off design, estimating and construction 
• may not be cast-in-place post-tensioned concrete box girder structural form 
• often heavy shoring involved 
• maintain traffic flow (often above or below project) 
• may involve major public utility relocation 
• value to $50M, but typically $10-$50M  
• decreasing proportion of total market throughout 1980's, but now increasing with 

growth of earthquake retrofit and mass transit projects. 
 
Niche Trends 
 
This research identified a number of trends affecting the California bridge construction 
market between 1983 and 1992:  discontinuous market growth following the 1989 Loma 
Prieta earthquake, increasing proportion of large value contracts, increasing industry 
concentration, depressed private sector, increased future infrastructure funding including 
mass transit initiatives, privatization and a progression to design/build projects, earthquake 
retrofit and restoration projects, and changing geography of new contracts from southern to 



 

 

northern California.  Figure 5 provides a forecast of how these trends may affect contract 
volume in the niches described. 
 
The broad nature of these trends has been confirmed by a number of construction managers 
and Caltrans representatives.  Coincidentally, the October 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake and 
the completion of large Century Freeway contracts in Los Angeles occurred around the same 
period.  This signified the downturn in Routine New Alignment work, primarily to the benefit 
of Special Projects. 
 
EXAMPLE FIRMS COMPETING IN THE MARKET SEGMENTS 
 
To provide a background for our subsequent discussion of managerial actions to improve 
competitive performance using technology strategy, this section describes five example firms 
that compete in the markets described above.  These five firms participated in an 
investigation of technology strategy and competitive performance that focused on the market 
segments described above.  As requested by their managers, we have disguised the names of 
the firms. 
 
Dundee Construction.  Dundee is a large bridge construction contractor based in Northern 
California.  Over the past five years, Dundee Construction's annual contract volume ranged 
from $37M to $122M (average = $75M) with individual contracts ranging from $0.4M to 
$51M (average = $10M).  Over this period, labor staffing averaged 250 union employees 
with salaried and supervisory employees averaging 55, approximately 60% of whom were 
based in the home office. 
 
Dundee Construction was formed during the 1970's and from its inception to the end of 1992 
was awarded construction contracts, either alone or as part of joint ventures, totaling almost 
$650M over 120 separate construction projects.  These projects consisted of new bridges, 
widenings and repairs, and earthquake retrofit work.  During the past 10 years, virtually all of 
Dundee's revenue was generated by bridge construction work in California, approximately 
80% from Caltrans contracts.  An estimated 70% of all contracts was for work in Northern 
California.  Between 1988 and 1992, Dundee averaged approximately 6.3% of the total value 
of all Caltrans contract awards that included bridgework—placing Dundee fourth in the 
ranking of all Caltrans structural contractors.  At the time of the interviews, Dundee had 13 
projects under construction; 70% of this value was Caltrans bridges.  At the end of 1992, 
Dundee Construction's estimated value of contract backlog was $90M. 
 
Gecko Corporation.  Gecko is a heavy concrete engineering construction company based in 
Northern California.  The company holds California licenses in the general engineering, 
building, electrical, plumbing and sanitation categories.  Its activities in constructing highway 
bridges, especially for California Department of Transportation, have increased substantially 
over the 1988-1992 period as a greater volume of work was bid "in their backyard."  Before 
1988, Gecko had completed only three Caltrans projects totaling less than $10M.  Over the 
1988-1992 period, it won 15 Caltrans projects totaling almost $120M in contract award 
value.  This achievement provides Gecko with approximately 2.4% market share of Caltrans 
contracts containing bridgework over this period—placing it in the top 15 contractors in the 
State.  Over these past five years, Gecko's annual contract volume averaged approximately 
$30M, with individual bridge contract values ranging from $0.2M to $14M.  Over this 



 

 

period, field labor staffing varied from 80 to 120 and the salaried and supervisory staff 
averaged 21, approximately 45% of whom were based in the home office. 
 
The Company's history dates back over 60 years.  Major projects undertaken over this period 
include highway bridges, industrial and commercial buildings and facilities,  reservoirs and 
water and sewerage treatment facilities.  Gecko initially relied on private funding for house 
remodeling projects, but quickly moved into publicly-funded heavy civil projects.  At the end 
of 1992, the President and Vice-President agreed that greater than 80% of the value of the 
firm's contract awards was attributable to Caltrans bridge construction projects.  At the end of 
1992, Gecko had eight projects under construction, about 80% of which was highway 
construction for Caltrans.  Its contract backlog was estimated at $45M. 
 
KRC Company.  KRC is a large specialist bridge construction contractor based in Northern 
California. The firm is currently licensed as a general contractor in California and Nevada.  
Over the past five years, KRC's annual contract volume ranged from $46M to $114M 
(average = $78M) with individual contracts ranging from $0.9M to $76M (average = $11M).  
Over this period, field labor staffing averaged 200 union employees and the salaried and 
supervisory employees averaged 45, of which 40% were based in the home office. 
 
KRC was formed during the early 1970's and from its inception to the end of 1992 won 
construction contracts, either alone or as part of joint ventures, totaling almost $670M over 
140 separate construction projects.  These projects comprised new bridges, widenings and 
repairs, and other highway-associated structural work such as sound walls, retaining walls 
and drainage structures.  During the past ten years, virtually all of KRC's revenue was from 
bridge construction work in California, approximately 90% from Caltrans contracts.  An 
estimated 60% of the value of all contracts was in Northern California. This predominant 
geographic distribution of work reversed in the most recent five year period due to KRC's 
success in winning major contracts in Southern California—especially Los Angeles-based 
Century Freeway projects.  Between 1988 and 1992, KRC averaged approximately 8.1% of 
the total value of Caltrans' contract awards that included bridgework.  This placed KRC 
second in the ranking of Caltrans structural contractors.  At the time of the interviews, KRC 
had 11 projects under construction, about 90% of which involved highway bridge 
construction in California.  At the end of 1992, KRC Company's estimated value of contract 
backlog was $90M. 
 
Rainbow Constructors.  Rainbow is the largest public works contractor based in California.  
In 1991, for the fourth consecutive year, it was the nation's leading highway contractor in 
volume of federally funded highway contracts for the preceding five-year period.  Rainbow is 
based in Southern California.  It is licensed in 12 western states, but in recent years has 
concentrated bidding and construction activities in the California highway market.  Over the 
past five years, Rainbow's annual contract volume ranged from $66M to $195M (average = 
$126M) with individual contracts ranging from $0.3M to $124M (average = $25M).  Over 
this period field labor staffing varied from 420 to 500 with salaried and supervisory 
employees averaging 105. 
 
The company's history of constructing major concrete projects dates back over 40 years.  
Since its inception, Rainbow has been awarded construction contracts, either alone or as part 
of joint ventures, totaling more than $2.4 billion.  These projects include freeways, bridges, 
water distribution facilities and major airfield pavements.  During the past five years, 



 

 

substantially all Rainbow's revenues were from roadway and bridge construction in 
California, approximately 80% from Caltrans contracts.  Over this 1988 to 1992 period, 
Rainbow averaged 11.4% of the total annual value of Caltrans contracts involving 
bridgework—3% higher than their nearest competitor.  In 1992, Rainbow ranked 106 in the 
nation for all construction contractors.  At the time of the interviews, Rainbow had 11 
projects under construction, 90% of which was highway construction in California.  At the 
end of 1992 Rainbow estimated the value of its contract backlog as $120M. 
 
Rock Construction.  Rock is a small specialist bridge construction firm located in Northern 
California.  Over the past five years, Rock's annual contract volume ranged from $4.0M to 
$11.0M (average = $8.3M), with individual contract awards ranging from $0.3M to $3.0M 
(average = $1.0M).  Rock is a privately-held company employing union labor.  Its field 
staffing varied from 20 to 100, with five salaried officers employed in the home office.  In the 
last two years, 80% of Rock's work was Caltrans contracts, comprising primarily structural 
concrete bridge work.  Over the 1988 to 1992 period, Rock averaged approximately 0.7% of 
the total annual value of Caltrans contracts involving bridgework. 
 
Rock was established in the 1980's as a partnership arising out of a large bridge construction 
firm active in California during the 1970's and early 1980's.  Rock had three major contracts 
in progress at the time of the interviews; one new CIP post-tensioned box girder bridge and 
adjacent off-ramp widening, a new single span CIP post-tensioned box girder bridge, and a 
series of small bridge widenings in Northern California. 
 
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY FOR NICHE PERFORMANCE 
 
Selecting a firm's approach for a specific industry segment requires consideration of each 
technology strategy dimension:  competitive positioning, sourcing, scope, depth, and 
organizational fit.  This section describes a process of matching technology strategy, using 
examples from the California bridge construction sector.  By considering each of the 
elements for several candidate technologies, managers can formulate a technology strategy 
that best fits the capabilities and culture of a firm and helps create sustainable competitive 
advantage.  Selection of the appropriate approach to technology is based on sectoral 
characteristics observed throughout this research and summarized previously.   
 
Niche A: Minor New Work and Modification of Existing Facilities ("Minor Mods") 
 
Firms in this segment use proven technologies often required by method specifications from 
Caltrans.  The opportunity, or even usefulness, for technological uniqueness or leadership in 
Minor Mods projects is limited.  Therefore, values for Competitive Positioning, Measures 
(iii) and (iv) need not be high.  (High values do not preclude success in this niche but they are 
not essential.)  Firms do require a broad command of key technologies [high value for 
Competitive Positioning, Measure (ii)]. 
 
Implications regarding Sourcing of Technology are not clear, though longer-term site 
managers are more likely to provide the autonomous supervision recommended.  Similarly, 
higher valuations for Scope of Technology Strategy are not necessarily superior.  If firms 
focus on this niche, then a low value for Scope, Measure (i) may be acceptable.  Further, 
ownership of inventory (e.g., falsework) and equipment is less important due to short 
duration projects requiring more limited inventory, therefore low value for Scope, Measure 



 

 

(i) is acceptable.  While higher values for Scope, Measures (ii) and (iii) are intuitively 
superior for all project types, available resources may limit technological monitoring and 
development efforts.   
 
Depth of Technology Strategy measures are each likely to have low values, providing a low 
aggregate value for this dimension.  For example, limited specialist work crews or equipment 
is required [low value for Depth, Measure (iv)], experienced site supervisors with breadth of 
site craft skills for crew flexibility important [low to medium value for Measure (iii) 
acceptable], 'leading-edge' engineering of limited importance [low to medium values for 
Measures (i) and (ii) acceptable]. 
 
Organizational Fit assesses the reward system and communication structure of the firm.  
Again, higher values for these measures appear desirable, however a broadly-applied and 
generous reward system coupled with frequent communication throughout the company may 
actually stifle business success.  The niche characteristics indicate that a low value for site to 
head office communication frequency may be more appropriate.  For example, elements of 
site autonomy, including subcontractor coordination [low value for Organizational Fit, 
Measure (iv)], and limited home office to site communication [low value for Measure (iv)] 
suggest a low value for Organizational Fit.  Minor Mods suit small- to mid-sized local 
contractors with low overhead costs. 
 
Niche B: Routine New Alignment ("Blow and Go") 
 
Routine New Alignment work often involves large, high value projects with substantial 
internal repetition.  Caltrans most frequently uses the cast-in-place post-tensioned concrete 
box girder bridge.  Industry skills for this bridge type have incrementally improved over the 
past 30 years.  Key firms operating in this niche employ senior construction managers with 
substantial experience in the California market.  Historical and personal linkages between 
long-term employees from different firms is common. 
 
High relative emphasis and command of technology represented by a high aggregate value 
for Competitive Positioning is considered superior.  For example, success in this sector 
demands strong command of key technologies [high value for Competitive Positioning, 
Measure (ii)] and incremental site innovation through cumulative productivity improvement 
[high value for Measure (v)].  Specifically, this entails falsework efficiencies with 
standardized details and procedures [may indicate high values for Measures (i), (ii), (iii) and 
(iv)]. 
 
Implications for Sourcing of Technology are not as clear, though longer-term employees 
[represented by high values for Sourcing, Measures (ii) and (iii)] appear most likely to 
capitalize on industry learning regarding CIP post-tensioned concrete box girder 
construction.  Additionally, high values for Measures (i), (iv) and (v) may provide support for 
this goal and promote continuous productivity improvement at the site.   
 
Given the internally repetitious nature of Routine New Alignment construction, a narrow 
focus to encourage incremental innovation through continuous improvement is appropriate.  
Therefore, a low value for Scope of Technology Strategy is superior for successful 
performance in this niche.   
 



 

 

High values for Depth of Technology Strategy measures are more appropriate.  For example, 
an efficient system of falsework with standardized details and procedures is important 
[indicates a high value for Depth, Measure (i) to continually enhance efficiencies], and high 
use of specialist work crews and equipment [economies of scale suggest a high value for 
Measure (iv) is appropriate].  The exception is Measure (iii) - Depth of Technical 
Capabilities of Site Management.  Craft-based superintendents with a high production focus 
appear to provide the most efficient form of site management for this type of construction 
project.  Centralized engineering in the head office with routine craft production at site [as 
indicated by a high value ratio for Measure (ii) relative to Measure (iii) - a measure of the 
firm's technical centralization] appears most appropriate in this niche. 
 
A medium to high value for Organizational Fit appears superior.  Given that centralization of 
engineering capabilities is desirable, a high site to head office communication frequency is 
necessary.  This need not be at the expense of site to site communication.  Indeed, given work 
crew and equipment specialization, site to site coordination to maximize utilization of these 
highly specific resources becomes more important.  Reward systems linked to technological 
objectives or innovative practices are more easily applied in this highly task fragmented 
niche.  For example, the performance of foremen can be readily compared over time, and to 
one-another, if projects are dissected into detailed sub-elements, such as man-hours per 
square foot of soffit formwork, or dollars per square foot of deck concrete.  (A corollary to 
this is the requirement for detailed estimating and accurate job cost reporting with detailed 
breakdown of routine tasks into sub-elements.)   
 
Ownership of inventory and equipment is important in this niche, but over capitalization may 
limit future flexibility (longer duration projects requiring more extensive inventory suggests 
that firms should own the majority of inventory).  Routine New Alignment projects suit mid- 
to large-sized contractors. 
 
Niche C: Special Projects ("Heavy Engineering") 
 
By definition, Special Projects are atypical of the bulk of project types awarded.  Projects in 
this niche may share only limited characteristics other than broad engineering and 
construction principles.  More than other niches, Special Projects construction involves a mix 
of technical skills and creative application of judgment and experience about how principles 
of engineering apply to specific situations.  This niche requires more innovative thinking than 
other types that depend more on straightforward analysis and routine application of industry 
experience.  Sometimes broadly similar applications in other projects or even other industries 
may be profitably applied to Special Projects.  Therefore, we suggest that extensive prior 
experience in the California bridge construction sector is not necessary.  (Local logistical 
advantages are still likely to apply however.  For example, familiarity with the local labor 
market, materials suppliers and subcontractors could provide advantages to local contractors.)   
 
A superior technology strategy in this niche involves high values across all dimensions of the 
technology strategy framework.  Strong technical competence and communication at site and 
the home office are necessary.  Qualified site engineers are needed to provide prompt and 
effective technical response to site problems, while home office engineers provide logistical 
support, long term planning and initial estimating.  A strong home office engineering group 
allows development of a technical core to maintain internal technical knowledge for use on 
specific projects.  This suggests emphasizing long term engineering employment in the home 



 

 

office and consistent monitoring of competitor activities.  These characteristics indicate high 
values for Competitive Positioning, Measure (v) and Sourcing of Technology, Measures (i), 
(ii) and (iv).  The application of engineering expertise from other projects or industries 
implies that high values for Scope of Technology Strategy, Measures (i), (ii) and (iii) are 
superior.   
 
Other specific drivers to high values of technology strategy include:  firms require strong and 
broad command of industry technology [high values for Competitive Positioning, Scope, 
Depth and Organizational Fit], capable internal engineering is critical and use of specialist 
consultants may be beneficial [high value for Sourcing, Measure (v), and Depth, Measures 
(i), (ii) and (iii)], site-based technical capabilities necessary [high value for Depth, Measure 
(iii)], heavy falsework design and construction skills and ownership of inventory important 
[indicates high value for Competitive Positioning, Measures (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)], technical 
coordination necessary between construction engineers, different trades and subcontractors 
[indicates high values for Scope, Measure (i), Depth, Measure (iii), and Organizational Fit, 
Measure (iii)].  Special Projects may benefit the 'fast follower' due to new project type 
uncertainties, but higher than normal risks may be necessary to secure a contract in the low 
bid environment (generally higher risks imply a greater potential return).  This type of project 
suits mid- to large-sized heavy engineering firm—including national and international 
contractors and broadly competent local firms. 
 
Table 1 proposes a complete series of appropriate technology strategy valuations that lead to 
superior competitive performance in the relevant niches.  We propose these values given 
earlier discussions regarding niche characteristics and appropriate technology strategy, and 
some conjecture based on this research and personal experience.   
 
USING TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY TO IMPROVE COMPETITIVE 
PERFORMANCE 
 
This section describes how managers in the example firms can use technology strategy to 
support business strategies that will improve competitive performance.  Existing business 
strategy in the firms is summarized from field data—especially from interviews with the 
company President and Vice-President.  Figure 6 illustrates the existing technology strategy 
of the example firms, using the five dimensions described earlier.  (Each measure is valued 
on a defined five point scale.)  Table 2 summarizes these findings, using high, medium, and 
low rankings.  This section describes changes in technology strategy needed to achieve the 
firms' business strategy.  This involves managerial actions to reposition from the values 
provided in Table 2 to the appropriate values in Table 1 for the markets targeted by the firm. 
 
Dundee Construction.  Dundee's business strategy is to retain focus on growth in California 
bridge construction.  "It appears that we're in the right place at the right time, so why move?" 
questioned its President.  But it is also adopting a technological niche strategy with a move 
from Routine New Alignment work into the lesser competitive Special Projects, requiring 
higher engineering capabilities in structural concrete construction.  They also approach each 
project with an eye to value engineering redesigns:  "We're the leading proponents of 
redesign in California.  Most of our larger projects have been redesigned in some form—it's 
an established principle that we operate on," said their Vice-President. 
 



 

 

Table 1 suggests that to successfully transition from Routine New Alignments to Special 
Projects, the important technology strategy differentials occur in the Scope and Depth 
dimensions.  In both instances, the proposed level of capabilities for Special Projects is 
higher than in Routine New Alignments, requiring increased breadth of technological 
capabilities and depth of technical capabilities of site management.   
 
Comparing Dundee's technology strategy summarized in Table 2 to Table 1 indicates a fit 
with Special Projects in each aggregate dimension except for Scope of Technology Strategy.  
Dundee's relative valuation for Scope is medium while the proposed superior technology 
strategy in Table 1 is high.  Through their background in Routine New Alignment work, 
Dundee has already established a close business relationship with a structural engineering 
design firm to increase its engineering strength.  They have also moved to upgrade technical 
competence of their site management through hiring university-qualified project managers 
(enhancing the Depth dimension of technology strategy).  This firm was successful in 
completing one of the initial major earthquake retrofit projects near San Francisco during 
1992 and recently won another major bid for an adjacent phase of similar work.  They have 
also demonstrated a highly innovative approach in constructing HOV viaducts over an 
existing freeway in Los Angeles.  Both project types are representative of the Special 
Projects niche.  The technology strategy framework also indicates that Dundee could improve 
the content and geographic focus of their technology monitoring efforts to keep abreast of 
developments beyond highway construction in California.  This example illustrates the 
importance and practical application of the technology strategy framework. 
 
Gecko Corporation.  Gecko's business strategy is for moderate growth in the San Francisco 
Bay Area.  "If the work comes we're prepared to grow with it," said its Vice-President.  
"We're basically a Bay Area contractor and like to work within a 50 mile radius of head 
office," stated its Project Manager.  Gecko targets heavy management or "junk" jobs:  "I think 
of ourselves as more of a company that takes the difficult jobs, and through management 
skills solve the problem, build the job efficiently and make them profitable—as compared to 
doing what we call 'curb and gutter' work.  Instead of pushing from 800 feet to 1,000 feet 
each day, we'd rather do 400 feet of really difficult work," said the President.  "Our ability to 
handle a high degree of variability is probably our biggest strength."  Gecko intends to 
remain product generalists in the heavy structural area and spread the ownership of the 
facilities it constructs across Caltrans and other public authorities. 
 
Table 2 provides the dimensional summaries of Gecko's technology strategy.  It demonstrates 
medium value for each dimension except Scope of Technology where it has a high value.  
This high value supports its generalist approach.  Reference to Table 1 suggests that this 
technology strategy is appropriate for Minor Mods but has a number of shortfalls for both 
Routine New Alignments and Special Projects.  Growth beyond the Minor Mods niche may 
therefore be difficult without substantial reorientation of its technology strategy to improve 
values within those deficient areas.  This preliminary analysis does not take account of 
peculiar local advantages beyond the approach to technology.  As Gecko's President said, 
"We're probably more competitive in this area where we have the local edge.  It helps 
knowing the local labor market, and water and ground conditions."  These local advantages 
are difficult to quantify. 
 
KRC Company.  KRC's business strategy is to continue aggressive growth in the California 
bridge construction sector.  Its historical focus is Routine New Alignment projects, with 



 

 

limited Minor Mods work.  The President justifies continued focus on New Alignment 
projects:  "The program that Caltrans are projecting is tremendous.  They've collected all 
this gas tax.  They've got the money, they've got to spend it."  KRC has not been successful on 
any earthquake retrofit bids to date, and is reputedly not motivated to bid more of them.  It 
maintains a predominant single owner focus in Caltrans. 
 
KRC's technology strategy summarized in Table 2 highlights its high values for Competitive 
Positioning, Sourcing of Technology, and Depth of Technology Strategy.  It has medium 
values for Scope of Technology Strategy and Organizational Fit.  Reference to Table 1 
suggests that the technology strategy is most appropriate for its target niche, Routine New 
Alignment.  KRC's management challenge will be to maintain growth and profitability in a 
proportionally shrinking part of the market as illustrated in Figure 5.  (Though the proportion 
of total value represented by Routine New Alignment is proposed as shrinking, the actual 
dollar value may be increasing due to rapid growth in overall market size.  KRC's plight may 
therefore not be as gloomy suggested.  Its strategy of maintaining focus and competing for 
market share may be a function of highly specific falsework inventory, equipment and skill 
investments.) 
 
Rainbow Constructors.  Rainbow is seeking growth through both higher volume and 
profits.  In the words of the President, "Our strategy is explicitly one of growth—with a 
planned annual compounded growth of 20%."  Its strategic business plan is to diversify 
through products and markets but still retain a predominant structural focus.  "While highway 
construction is planned to remain the cornerstone of our operations, transportation systems, 
e.g., light rail and rapid transit, flood control and water distribution facilities, and airport 
construction is expected to become more important components of the construction portfolio.  
Penetrating new domestic markets throughout western USA will be achieved through 
acquisitions of similar businesses and opportunities in foreign markets, e.g., Mexico, will 
also be explored," said the company President.  The average value of each contact awarded to 
Rainbow is more than double their nearest California-based competitor.  This large project 
focus requires it to "follow the public works dollar." 
 
Table 2 summarizes Rainbow's technology strategy.  It demonstrates a high value for each 
dimensional area.  Table 1 indicates that this approach is sufficient for success in each niche.  
Rainbow's large number of salaried staff (twice its nearest California-based rival) may 
preclude their success on smaller Minor Mods projects and direct the firm towards higher 
value contracts.  Given the growth of Special Projects as predicted, Rainbow appears well 
placed to capitalize on its superior technology strategy over the long term. 
 
Rock Construction.  Rock's business strategy is for slow local growth.  Its Vice-President 
summed up, "We want to stay with a size that we'd be comfortable with—and we wouldn't 
have to get bigger and bigger just to feed our egos."  The size of individual projects was cited 
as an important consideration for Rock's senior management.  "It's our target to get to the $3 
to $6 million range jobs.  We think we do better in this range rather than lots of smaller jobs 
spread widely," said the Vice-President last December.  The company planned to maintain a 
predominant structural focus, but has recently been forced into earthworks and paving.  In the 
words of the President, "Over the last two years, all the local dirt guys have become bridge 
guys as well.  So, we've been pushed into the earthmoving game to do the work ourselves." 
 



 

 

Rock's technology strategy summarized in Table 2 shows low values across all dimensions.  
This assessment suggests that Rock may have difficulty successfully competing in the Minor 
Mods niche, and requires substantial technological enhancement should it wish to transition 
to either of the other two niches.  Rock's future success may hinge on local advantages such 
as understanding the local labor market, preferential access to materials and equipment 
sources, or private projects obtained through negotiated contracts.  Alternatively, the growth 
in the proportion of total contract value and actual dollar volume of Minor Mods projects 
may allow Rock to continue to focus locally in an atmosphere of reduced competition. 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
 
Technology strategy guides or reflects the construction firm's approach to the consideration 
and implementation of technologies within the context of overall competitive and business 
goals of the organization.  Analysis of firms' technology strategy and the match with 
characteristics of the target niche provides a measure of strategic fit.  Enhanced strategic fit 
can provide competitive advantages to the firm and increase its level of market performance.  
The technology strategy framework provides a practical analysis tool allowing managers to 
evaluate their technology strategy and assess the level of fit with their target markets.   
 
The five key dimensions to consider in formulating an appropriate technology strategy are:  
competitive positioning, sourcing of technology, scope of technology, depth of technology 
strategy and organizational fit.  Through selecting a strategy that best suits the existing 
capabilities of a firm, and addressing the construction sector market forces, managers can 
better face the increasingly competitive environment in which they operate.  Using the 
dimensions of technology strategy, construction managers can map their own capabilities for 
comparison with the more appropriate or superior approach to technology in that niche.  
Alternatively, firms seeking to transition from one niche to another could identify and acquire 
the required capabilities.  Formulating a technology strategy cannot guarantee market 
success, but diligent application and implementation of the technology strategy concept can 
provide a foundation for the creation of substantial competitive advantage. 
 
This analysis of using technology strategy to improve competitive performance indicates that 
the measures provide an effective means to support the business objectives of the firm.  The 
firms competing in the example market segments considered in this research illustrated the 
following relationships between technology strategy and business strategy: 
 
• Firms with aggressive growth strategies demonstrated high values for Competitive 

Positioning and Depth of Technology Strategy. 
 
• Firms with product diversification strategies demonstrated high values of Scope of 

Technology Strategy. 
  
• The firm with an aggressive growth strategy incorporating both product and market 

diversification exhibited high values for all technology strategy dimensions. 
 
• The firm with a slow local growth strategy within the established product area 

demonstrated low values for each technology strategy dimension. 
 



 

 

• Sourcing of Technology Strategy and Organizational Fit appear less related to the 
firms' business strategy than the other dimensions of technology strategy. 

 
This analysis examines matching of a firm's technology strategy with those appropriate for 
that industry niche, and provides preliminary interpretations of linkages between technology 
strategy and business strategy.  It provides early evidence of the nature of this relationship in 
infrastructure construction.  Further research remains to elucidate these findings. 
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CALTRANS HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION MARKET --  1983-1992
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Figure 1  Caltrans highway construction market—1983-1992 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2  Typical Minor Mods project - Widening existing bridge 

 



 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3  Typical Routine New Alignment - New interchange construction 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4  Typical Special Projects - Column strengthening for earthquake retrofit 
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Figure 5  Proposed niche market trends 

 
 
 



 

 

ECHNOLOGY STRATEG NICHE
MEASURES A.  MINOR

MODS
B. ROUTINE
NEW ALIGN.

C. SPECIAL
PROJECTS

(a)  COMPETITIVE POSITIONING M H H

(i) Emphasis of Tech. in Overall Business Stra M H H

(ii) Command of Key Technologies in Sector H H H

(iii) Command of Unique Technological Positio M H H

(iv) Ability to be Key Technology Leader M H H

(v) Monitoring of Competitor Technologies M H H

(b)  SOURCING OF TECHNOLOGY M H H

(i) Acquisition of Explicit Technology M H H

(ii) Acquisition of Implicit Tech - Head Office Mg H H H

(iii) Acquisition of Implicit Tech - Site Mgt M-H H M-H

(iv) Emphasis on Organizational Learning M H H

(v) Monitoring Evolving Technologies in Sector M H H

(c)  SCOPE OF TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY M L H

(i) Breadth of Technological Capabilities L L H

(ii) Content Focus of Tech Monitoring & Devt M M H

(iii) Geographic Focus of Tech Monitoring & De M L H

(d)  DEPTH OF TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY L-M M-H H

(i) Emphasis on Research & Development M H H

(ii) Depth of Tech Capabilities - Head Office Mg M H H

(iii) Depth of Tech Capabilities - Site Mgt M L-M H

(iv) Degree of Specialist Tasking L H M

(e)  ORGANIZATIONAL FIT L-M M-H H

(i) Reward Systems - Head Office Managemen M M-H M-H

(ii) Reward Systems - Site Management M M-H M-H

(iii) Structuring of Info Flows - Site to Site L-M M-H H

(iv) Structuring of Info Flows - Site and Head Of L H H
KEY:  H - HIGH;  M - MEDIUM;  L - LOW

 
Table 1  Proposed superior technology strategies for bridge sector niches 
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Figure 6  Technology strategy values for case firms
 

 
 
 

TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY
DIMENSIONAL VALUES

FIRM
DUNDEE GECKO KRC RAINBOW ROCK

RAW TS DIMENSIONS
COMPETITIVE POSITIONING H M H H L

SOURCING OF TECHNOLOGY M M H H L

SCOPE OF TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY M H M H L

DEPTH OF TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY H M H H L

ORGANIZATIONAL FIT M M M H L

VERIFIED TS DIMENSIONS
COMPETITIVE POSITIONING H M H H L

SCOPE OF TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY M H M H L

DEPTH OF TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY H M H H L

ORGANIZATIONAL FIT M M H H L
KEY:  H - HIGH;  M - MEDIUM;  L - LOW  

Table 2  Technology strategy summary for case firms 
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